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	Whoever wants to be the next European president will have to make sure ‘not a penny’ goes to Orbán as long as he continues to undermine democracy and the rule of law… and plays the puppet for autocrats like Trump, Putin and Xi. 

Enough ! 	
	... Bekijk meerZie minder



Trump ‘will not give a penny to Ukraine’ if he wins, Hungary’s Viktor Orbán says
www.theguardian.com
Trump has ‘detailed plan’ to end war, Hungarian leader tells state news after controversial meeting in Florida 
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Comment on Facebook
Nice guy.... 😂

Sidelining an EU leader to finance a non-EU warmonger is the real threat to democracy and rule of law. Wish you understood this!

Hahahaha.. Oh nu haalt onze guy er ook opeens zie bij. Gaat het goed daar guy Verhofstadt? Ben benieuwd naar zijn volgende bericht. Comische act.

Had your morning pooh Guy?

Lots of words but never any action.

Κick Orbanian Hungary out of EU...by way of suspension....for whatever reason...Germany France know how to play this game

Is that a good thing?

Trump and trumper

You're the problem Guy, not Orban.

And verofstadt is the miserable puppet of von der lyen

Elég volt Gay Verhofstadtból. Menjen ki Fuckrajnába és harcoljon ő! Vigye a többi elvt6ársát is!

WHAT DEMOCRACY?

Two Putlerist

Orban.... pufajkas of Trump/Putin

Te idióta,nyomorult belga kis pöcs. remélem egyszer az ukrán fronton fogod végezni.

You are just a pity thief and a liar, don't forget!

vm.tiktok.com/ZGefkJA1L/

The amount of people who support trump makes the USA a scary place to live. For me very scary.

Vous qui représentez une institution mafieuse et corrompue, qui ment sur tous les sujets, qui appauvrit l'ensemble des peuples de l'Europe et qui veut nous envoyer vers la guerre, vous feriez mieux de vous taire !
Mais comment un tel irresponsable criminel comme vous peut encore nous débiter ses âneries ?

Hey everyone am Cristy Davis I'm thrilled to announce that I've won the lottery, and I want to use this opportunity to help those in need. I'm looking for ways to make a positive impact actually made a promise to God to help the needy, DM me if you need any help.

Sunteți nebuni toți de la UE.  Orban este mai cu capul pe umeri decât voi toți! Dar nu-l suportați pentru ca  nu face jocurile LGSB, UE ,NATO IN DETRIMENTUL STATELOR SUVERANE.

Sono d'accordo  con lei . Niente soldi a chi simpatizza coi dittatori.

Oh talking of puppets, you might want to look at yourself.

70% of Americans want aid for Ukraine to fight people just like you and your buddies from Hungary, Russia, North Korea and China...Donnie you don't have the balls to stand up to any of them and they only eat their young !!

Way past time people stopped pretending that Orban appeared on the scene by magic and start holding the Hungarian voters to account for their poor choices.

View more comments
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            European Parliament is united in saying: Our Iran policy is a failure !



More sanctions against the Iranian mullahs. Putting IRGC on terrorist list. Recognise the opposition and resistance as the rightful representatives of Iran.



Support the freedom loving people of Iran ! ...
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            Support Ukraine

Defend Europe !



@european.movement reminding EU leaders of their huge responsibility before a crucial #EUCO



✊🏻🇪🇺 ...
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            A simple question to Von der Leyen: will you again reward Orbán for his blackmail over Ukraine?



Guard the treaties. Use them creatively to bypass Orbán… and secure full support to Ukraine.



My intervention 👆🏻 ...
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            Grateful to be elected president of the @europeanmovement_international… and ready to rumble !



Why? Because politics is a question of momentum more than anything. It needs organisations and people to drive the momentum forward. 



For much of its illustrious past, the European Movement has been that organisation. It was there befóre the Council of Europe and the organisations that are now the European Union — from ’48 on. Which tells you an important lesson that today we often forget: ideas come before actions, and European unification is possible if —and only if— there is broad mobilisation of popular and public opinion before politics and institutions. 



That has always has been the case, and today more than ever. 



One of the very important take-aways from the Conference on the Future of Europe is that citizens are ahead of politicians in their thinking about Europe… and more impatient when it comes to results. 



European values are under threat, the European spirit is actively being undermined, European policies are faltering or failing… and at the heart of all that is European politics itself falling short. 



Time to push back !



The European Movement has a chance to energise people around the European ideal, especially in countries like the UK or Hungary where being ‘European’ is a tangible political and societal choice, or in the Balkans where the geopolitical need for Europe is clearest, and around issues like EU reform where the fate of European integration is really in the balance.



It’s an honour to get this mandate. It has been fifty years since a Belgian was last president of the European Movement —Jean Rey— and the second and probably best known president was no less than Paul- Henri Spaak. He said in ’48: ‘It is my solid conviction that Europe, if it does not organise itself, if it remains splintered along national lines, will fall into decay. I try to organise Europe, to make Europe, that is the ideal to which I strive with all my powers.’



Three quarters of a century on, I couldn’t have said it better: Time to get Europe moving again ! ...
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renew europe.

Met Renew Europe hebben de liberale en hervormingsgezinde partijen 
in het Europees Parlement de krachten gebundeld.
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